
PRE-CONFERENCE WAR GAME:  
MEETING THE THREAT BENEATH THE WAVES 
READYING NATO’S ASW FORCES FOR AN INCREASED OPERATIONAL TEMPO

Session Background
NATO’s perceptions of a growing submarine threat have emphasised the 
importance of the Alliance’s anti-submarine warfare training exercises. In 
2018, Dynamic Manta and Dynamic Mongoose both provided important 
opportunities for NATO forces to enhance their ASW warfighting skills, 
and to test their ability to deliver the rapid and integrated response 
necessary to detect, deter and respond to future threats to security 
within the Alliance’s AOR. 

These training exercises, whilst critical to readiness, do not offer a front-
row seat for defence industry. Whilst operational details are withheld by 
necessity, there is nonetheless much value in simulating a joint response 
to the un-authorised intrusion of a non-NATO submarine within the 
territorial waters of a NATO member. This interactive session, hosted by 
the conference chairman and run as a war game, will provide an excellent 
opportunity to simulate such a response, as a means to identify and to 
resolve the limitations that exist in current approaches to ASW training, 
interoperability and capability.

The Scenario
It’s 2030. An unmanned platform operating on the surface of territorial 
waters belonging to a NATO member has picked up an acoustic signature 
via its onboard active sonar. The detection is relayed to an acoustic 
operator working from a vessel stationed in nearby waters. Whilst able 
to determine that the active return is from a submarine, the operator is 
unable to determine the class of that submarine or its origin. As a joint 
ASW task force comprising airborne and surface assets is scrambled 
to respond, a multi-static sensor detects additional submarine activity 
less than five nautical miles from the first. With the submarines both 
operating well inside territorial waters and with a NATO task group 
including high-value assets operating nearby, the priority is to classify the 
returns and determine a suitable response.

Session Itinerary

1300  ARRIVAL, REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

1400  OPENING REMARKS FROM THE SESSION MODERATOR: INTRODUCING THE SCENARIO

1415  SESSION 1: THE SCENARIO-DEPLOYING ASW FORCES IN ACOUSTICALLY CHALLENGING AND LITTORAL ENVIRONMENTS
• What would NATO’s current response to unidentified and un-authorised submarine activity look like?
• What would the limitations – tactical and technical - be to that response? How would the joint ASW task force integrate and 

operate?
• What does submarine deterrence look like for the future?

1515  COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1545  SESSION 2: EMBEDDING INNOVATION IN THE ASW ENTERPRISE
• How can systems integration for the multi-domain ASW force be improved?
• How can we overcome acoustically challenging and increasingly contested maritime theatres of operation?
• What will the role of autonomous systems be in supporting future ASW?

1630  SESSION 3: BEYOND TECHNOLOGY AND TOWARD PROCESS
• Keeping training in-line with capability
• Ensuring the synthetic training model evolves to suit the demands of the contemporary threat context

1715  SESSION CONCLUSIONS AND ROUNDUP

1730  SESSION CLOSE

Workshop Leader
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB 
Former Commander Operations, Royal Navy

Why should you attend this workshop?
• Understand existing limitations to the interoperability

of NATO’s ASW forces, and help to propose technical 
solutions that can support a truly joint approach 

• Identify innovative ways to approach acoustically 
challenging environments and improve the accuracy
of submarine detection and classification

• Examine the impact of autonomy on the ASW 
enterprise and on the design of next-generation
submarine forces 

• Ensure that ASW training matches the capability
as we move towards next-generation doctrine, 
platforms and systems

Broader Questions for the Session
• How does NATO view the future submarine threat,

and what impact is that assessment having on 
current approaches to ASW training and force 
development?

• Does industry have the solutions necessary to 
meet the considerable demands of acoustically
challenging environments?

• Is the training model keeping pace with the 
capability, or do we need to look again at how we
prepare the next-generation ASW operator?

• Assuming an increasing tempo of operations, how
can we make most efficient use of the ASW assets 
that are available?
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0800 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

0845 WELCOME REMARKS FROM DEFENCE IQ 

0850 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB, Former Commander 
Operations, Royal Navy

PERSPECTIVES ON FUTURE UNDERSEA WARFARE 

0900 OPENING KEYNOTE ADDRESS: THE UK’S HUNTER-KILLERS 
AND THE FUTURE OF UNDERSEA WARFARE
• Equipping the UK’s hunter-killers to meet the challenges of 

a dynamic operating environment and a growing submarine 
threat

• Keeping the Royal Navy at the forefront of technological 
innovation

• Integrated approaches to the ASW enterprise. Overcoming 
organisational challenges to improve interoperability inter- 

 force and intra-force
Rear Admiral John Weale, ACNS Submarines & Rear Admiral 
Submarines, Royal Navy

0940 JOINTLY MEETING A GROWING SUBMARINE THREAT 
• Defining a vision for future undersea warfare; challenges and 

expectations for US and NATO maritime forces
• Opportunities for enhancing the interoperability of regional 

ASW forces
• Delivering a joint ASW enterprise for the future
Senior Representative, US Naval Forces Europe

1020 SUBMARINE COMMANDERS PANEL: OUTLINING THE 
THREAT FROM THE BLACK SEA TO THE ASIA-PACIFIC
• The proliferation of submarines and the growing global threat 

from foreign competitors
• Assessing the implications for regional stability and intra-

NATO partnerships
• Developing a multi-domain Anti-Submarine Warfare 

framework in response to the threat
• Putting in place effective procurement models that enable 

more rapid building and delivery of anti-submarine warfare 
capabilities in the air, on the surface and undersea

Moderated By:  
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB, Former Commander 
Operations, Royal Navy
Invited Panellists:
Rear Admiral John Weale, ACNS Submarines & Rear Admiral 
Submarines, Royal Navy
Rear Admiral Lennon, Commander, Submarines NATO
Captain Timo Cordes, Submarine Force Commander, 
German Navy

1100 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

BENEATH THE WAVES: EQUIPPING THE SUBMARINE FORCE FOR ASW

1140 DEFINING THE FORCE STRUCTURE FOR THE FUTURE 
SUBMARINE FORCE
• Setting the balance for future submarine capability – 

autonomous Vs manned
• What should the role of industry be in the future undersea 

battlespace? How much risk can future submarine forces 
take on when it comes to the maintenance and sustainment 
of complex machines?

• Equipping the UK submarine fleet for ASW operations in a 
contested global operating environment

• Developing capability jointly. Integrating submarine capability 
with the joint force response to the submarine threat

Rear Admiral Tim Hodgson, Director Submarine Capability, 
UK MoD

1220 THE SUBMARINE AS AN ASW PLATFORM
• Equipping for tactical ASW 
• Linking up sub-surface and surface assets to deliver a holistic 

approach to ASW capability development
• Deploying the platform to best effect; managing limitations 

for the force
Captain Timo Cordes, Submarine Force Commander, 
German Navy

1300 NETWORKING LUNCH

TRAINING TOGETHER FOR NEXT-GENERATION ASW

1400 TRAINING AND DEVELOPING WORLD-CLASS ASW 
OPERATORS
• Bringing training back in-line with capability. Ensuring the 

human element matches the material capability
• Providing the operational and synthetic experience 

necessary to execute the ASW mission set effectively. The 
role for industry in supplying high-fidelity synthetic training

• Delivering joint and combined approaches to ASW training. 
Opportunities for collaboratively developing NATO’s ASW 
training infrastructure

• Training the multi-role warfare and ISR officer. Preventing 
atrophy in ASW expertise and delivering a level of 
skill that gives confidence in the capability

• Approaching the challenge of education and stem
Rear Admiral William Warrender, Flag Officer Sea Training, 
Royal Navy

1440 ASW WITHIN THE BROADER UNDERSEA WARFARE 
ENTERPRISE
• Delivering undersea concepts of operations which can 

support a more integrated approach to tactical ASW
• Ongoing efforts to embed ASW training and capability 

as a core component of the US Navy’s broader approach to 
undersea operations

• Delivering advanced training in tactics, techniques & 
procedures to the next-generation ASW operator

Captain Shawn Malone, Chief of Staff, Undersea Warfighting 
Development Center, US Navy

1520 AFTERNOON COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1550 MARCOM’S VIEW ON ALLIED ASW
• The role of Allied Maritime Command in the larger maritime 

picture
• How NATO perceives the submarine “threat”
• Results from NATO’s ASW training exercises
• Mapping the direction of allied ASW
Rear Admiral Lennon, Commander, Submarines NATO

1630 EQUIPPING THE WARFIGHTER FOR THE FUTURE ASW 
MISSION
• Enhancing the synthetic training experience to simulate ASW 

in an era of autonomy and multi-static sensing
• Supporting the warfighter’s integration with the joint fight
• Building and sustaining a multi-role skillset for the ISR and 

warfare officer
Commander Matthew Humphrey, Assistant Department  
Head, Rotary Wing Weapons School, Naval Aviation 
Warfighting Development Center, US Navy

1710 PANEL DISCUSSION: HARNESSING NEXT-GENERATION 
TALENT TO DELIVER NEXT-GENERATION CAPABILITY
Innovation requires innovators. As maritime technology, 
particularly undersea technology, becomes ever-more 
innovative, the world’s most advanced navies are facing a 
challenge; finding and recruiting young talent and applying it to 
deliver the next generation of maritime capability – whether for 
ASW or any other mission set. This discussion will examine that 
challenge by addressing the following key areas:
• How can our navies recruit, apply and retain talent to support 

innovative approaches to developing naval technology and 
capability?

• What are the key technology areas that would benefit most 
from fresh approaches to innovation?

• What should the educational pathway look like for young 
talent? Improving the appeal of the naval career 

Moderated By:  
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB, Former Commander 
Operations, Royal Navy

1750 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB, Former Commander 
Operations, Royal Navy

1800 CLOSE OF DAY ONE
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0800 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE

0850 WELCOME REMARKS FROM DEFENCE IQ 

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB, Former Commander 
Operations, Royal Navy

AIRBORNE ASW

0910 THE P-8s ROLE AS AN ASW PLATFORM
• Update on the UK’s P-8 Programme ahead of 2019 force 

generation
• Meeting the UK’s airborne ASW requirement with a multi-role 

ISR platform
• Integrating the P-8 to support the UK’s overall approach to 

ASW
Group Captain Robert O’Dell, Future Plans, ISTAR Force 
Command, Royal Air Force

0950 THE P-8 IN REVIEW: DEPLOYING ADVANCED SPECIAL 
MISSION AIRCRAFT IN AN ASW ROLE
• The US Navy’s experience of using P-8 to support a joint 

approach to the ASW mission set
• Beyond initial force integration and towards a comprehensive 

full-spectrum approach
• Future challenges and expectations for P-8
Captain Erik Estenson, Multi-Mission Branch Head, P-8A 
Requirements Officer, US Navy (Tentative)

1030 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING 

1110 UPGRADING NEW ZEALAND’S AIRBORNE ASW CAPABILITY
• Acquiring the P-8A as a replacement for New Zealand’s 

existing maritime fleet
• Supporting the P-8 force. Future integration of manned and 

unmanned maritime surveillance capability
• Delivering high-end capability training in readiness for ASW 

and non-routine maritime surveillance operations
Squadron Leader Mark Whiteside, P-8A Project Officer, Royal 
New Zealand Air Force

1150 EVOLVING TO MEET THE SUBMARINE THREAT FROM THE 
AIR
• Moving beyond an interim ASW capability
• Defining a requirement for long-range airborne ASW
• Supporting the joint air force and naval approach to ASW 

capability development
Colonel Maurizio Maggio, ASW Lead, Aviation Branch, Italian 
Navy

1230 NETWORKING LUNCH

1400 RANGE AND LETHALITY FOR POLAND’S AIRBORNE ASW 
ASSETS
• Utilising airborne platforms where A2/AD capabilities are in 

place
• Cooperating with regional partners to deliver multi-role 

maritime surveillance capability
• Upscaling lethality for Poland’s existing ASW fleet
Lieutenant Commander Mirosław Jaros, Chief of Combat, 
Naval Aviation Branch, Polish Air Force Inspectorate

1440 BUILDING UP AN ASW FORCE TO COMBAT READINESS: THE 
DUTCH EXPERIENCE
• Bringing the NH90 “online”. Testing and evaluating the new 

ASW platform
• Designing a new training programme to meet the operational 

requirements of the platform
• Integrating and operating the full-range of airborne sensors. 

Future proofing the platform and improving detection in 
shallow water

Lieutenant Commander M.J. (Martin) Streefland, Head of 
Knowledge Centre NH-90 NFH, 7 Squadron, Dutch Defence 
Helicopter Command

1520 AFTERNOON COFFEE AND NETWORKING

INNOVATION AND UNDERSEA COMMUNICATION

1550 TECHNICAL CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE SUBMARINE 
OPERATIONS
• Coping with the acoustically challenging environments to 

support enhanced submarine detection
• Classifying submarine intelligence in an era of ever-quieter 

platforms and autonomy
• Enhancing ASW in the congested littoral domain
Commander Peter Küster,  Staff Officer Submarine Operations, 
NATO COE for Operations in Confined and Shallow Waters

1630 DEVELOPING UNDERSEA COMMUNICATIONS TO ENABLE 
ENHANCED ASW
• Networking the submarine with a multi-asset  ASW force
• Sustaining relay and communications in an increasingly 

contested undersea domain
• Maintaining effective two-way communication between at- 
 shore and at-sea assets
Dr. Ivor Nissen,  Scientist for Underwater Information 
Management, Bundeswehr Technical Centre for Ships and 
Naval Weapons, Naval Technology and Research (WTD-71)

1710 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS
Rear Admiral (Retd.) Robert Tarrant CB, Former Commander 
Operations, Royal Navy

“I thought the quality 
of the speakers was 

excellent and the way 
they were grouped 

together created a lot 
of synergy” 

Programme Manager, US Navy - 
Surface Warships Delegate
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